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The I nternationa I Ma rket for Offshore 
Patrol Vessels 
Growing Sales, Growing Capabilities 

Bob Nugent 

The patrol vessel is a key platform in a nation's mix of maritime assets, Patrol vessels are typically the 

smallest, most numerous, and least complex part of country's maritime force mix, Patrol vessels also tend 

to be operated by a wide variety of agencies and services besides navies - marine police, customs services, 

ministries of interior, and coast guards, 

The patrol vessel is the unglamorous 
"workhorse" of the sea services, car

rying out the daily tasks of exercising 
maritime sovereignty - in national waters 
and beyond. This is hard and demanding 

so in settings where the patrol mission 
and forces are owned by services other 
than navies - those with less political and 
social influence over budget decisions. 
However, an analysis of the current ship 

The new OPVs of the UK Royal Navy are being built by BAE Systems in 
Scotland and have been designed for range of 5,000 nautical miles and 
a top speed of 24 knots. 

service, and arguably as or more vital to 
a nation's long-term economic and politi
ca l security than more visibly impressive 
naval assets such as aircraft carriers, sur
face combatants and submarines. 
Traditionally, the patrol ship and the pa
trol mission have been undervalued in 
the competit ion for naval shipbuilding 
resou rces around the world . Even more 
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fleets, and a look at the future market 
over the next 20 years, shows prospects 
are improving for the patrol ship segment. 
It is growing strongly, faster than many 
other naval market segments. This is-true 
w hether measured by percentages or by 
the absolute value of shipbuilding resourc
es invested in patrol ship programmes. 
This is particularly true of a relatively new 
ship type among surface platforms - the 
"offshore" patrol vessel or OPV. 
Th is arti cle w ill explore the reasons for 
the growth in OPV demand, beginning 
with a look at changes in the legal frame
work defining sovereignty at sea . It t hen 
examines the world's current OPV fleet 
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to understand the state of the market 
and some characteristics of ships that are 
in service today. Next, a look at future 
market forecast for OPVs over the next 
20 years, drawing on AMI International 's 
proprietary naval market forecast data. 
Finally, a review of recent developments 
in regional OPV programmes drawn from 
AMI's reporting on the naval market over 
the past year. 

Setting the Scene. Drawing 
the lines 

One major fac tor contributing to the 
growth in OPV demand has been the 
advent of the 200 Nautical Mile Exclu
sive Economic Zone under the UN Law 
of the Sea Convention. Others include 
the globalisation of maritime interest and 
wealth generation from the sea, wh ile 
reduced budgets among many of the 
world 's current leading navies have seen 
a turn to more economical platforms to 
assu re maritime presence and govern
ance. These forces are driving demand 
for the OPV globa lly, al though the bulk 
of future market investment in OPVs re 
mains concentrated in the United States 
and among NATO countries. 
OPVs have been operated by navies and 
coast guards for decades - especially in 
those countries w ith long coastlines and! 
or widely dispersed sovereign territo
ries. The U.S. Coast Guard's Large and 
Medium Endurance Cutters (designated 
as such some 50 years ago) and equiva
lent ship classes in Europe and elsewhere 
were carry ing out the extended patrol 
missions long before the OPV designa
tions or characterist ics were formalised 
as a distinct ship type. 
The shift to the specific "offshore" desig
nation for patrol vesse ls can be traced in 



large part to changes in the international 
lega l regime governing maritime sover· 
eignty since 1982. The 1982 UNCLOS 
brought a formal recognition of what had 
previously been customary observance 
of maritime sovereign territory - the 12 
NM territoria l sea and 24 NM contiguous 
zone. UNCLOS further codif ied a 200 NM 
Exclusive Economic Zone: 
By 1994, regulations established national 
rights within the 200 NM Exclusive Eco
nomic Zone under UNCLOS. Part V of 
UNCLOS grants a state sovereignty over 
the seabed, its subsoi l and the water ad
jacent to the seabed within this 200 NM 
limit. 

:, 
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With the advent of EEZ sovereignty, 
most nations not already operating coast 
guards or like forces equ ipped with ships 
for routine distant patrols found them· 
selves w ithout the right platforms to 
maintain maritime sovereignty in these 
new areas of responsibility. Existing na· 
val ships designed for different missions 
were not optimal for extended patroll ing 
at slow speeds. In fact such operations 
often reduced the effectiveness and ser
vice life of ships pressed into service as 
offshore patrollers. This helped drive the 
demand for specialised designs and con· 
struction of OPVs. 

USCGC BERTHOLF. FOC of the U.S. Coast Guard's LEGENO Class (National 
Security Cutter), was commissioned in May 2008. 

Defining Patrol Vessels -
What Makes One "Off· 
shore"? 

OPVs are distinguished from smaller pa
trol vessels and boats mainly by size as 
well as propulsion and other systems de
signed for specific range, speed and en
durance requ irements . AMI classifies and 
tracks OPVs now in service that range 

from 300 to 9,000 tons fully loaded and 
40 - 150 metres in length. However, 
most of these current OPVs are between 
700 and 3,700 tons and 50 - 110 me
tres. Ships of this size possess the endur
ance, range and sea-keeping needed for 
continuous at-sea patrolling on missions 
extending to weeks and months in dura-
tion. 
This is especially noticeable in sea servic· 
es operating in higher latitudes north or 
south of the equator. As noted above, the 
modern OPV traces its lineage to patrol 
ships and cutters designed for continu· 
ous operation in difficult environments 
such as the Arctic, Antarctic, Northern 

With a length of 86m and a displacement of almost 1,700t the Mexican 
OAXACA Class has been laid out for sea space surveillance, SAR, civilian 
disaster management operations, and for deterrence in low- and 
medium·intensity conflicts. Shown here is FOC OAXACA which was 
commissioned in May 2003. 

Pacific, and Southern Atlantic where 
larger wave heights, stronger winds and 
currents required larger hulls. 
An OPV is often built to commercial 
standards and is slower than its corvette 
and frigate cousins, typically with eco
nomical patrol and t ransit speed of 12 
- 20 knots. However, some nations will 
build OPVs with space and weight mar
gins for future weapon upgrades. These 
types of OPVs will generally be built to 
naval standards including hull and equip
ment shock requirements. 

The Current OPV Fleet 

AM I's Existing Ships Database (ESDB) 
currently shows 344 OPVs in active ser
vice worldwide. The distribution of these 
ships by region, length and weight is de
ta iled in the table next page. 
As seen above, the Asia·Pacific region (18 
countries) operates the highest number 
of OPVs - about 35% of the world's OPV 
fleet. The 25 nations in the NATO region 
(not including the US) maintain another 
25% of the global OPV inventory. The US 
has less than 10% of the global fleet of 
OPVs but, as will be seen below, invests 
in sophisticated large designs such as the 
LEGEND Class High Endurance Cutter 
and future Medium Endurance Offshore 
Patrol Vessel that make them among the 
world's most expensive OPV fleets as 
measured by acquisition cost. 
In terms of size, the world 's existing fleet 
of OPVs is relatively even ly distributed 
between small (less than 1,500t/60m), 
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medium, and large (2500+ tons/90m 
and above) designs. Large OPVs tend 
to be concentrated in countries such as 
the US, UK, France, the Netherlands and 
Japan with extensive EEZ andlor distant 
territorial possessions that require long
distance transi ts and extended maritime 
patrol presence in cha llenging sea condi
tions. 
Looking at the age distribution of the 
world's current OPV fleet. one notes 
the upsurge in building after 1995 tied 
to formalisation of EEZ regulations un
der UNCLOS. While there are OPVs still 
in service today that were commissioned 
up to 60 years ago, on ly about 50 ships 
commissioned between 1955 and 1979 
are still in service. The decade of the 80's 

Weight (FLO) 

decade of 2000 - 2009 with 102 OPVs 
commissioned - an average of roughly 10 
per yea r. OPV building has continued to 
surge in the first half of this decade, w ith 
the average increasing to 15 new OPVs 
entering service annually 2010 - 2014. 
Looking ahead, the pace of higher OPV 
building appears set to continue, with an
other 80+ hulls now building or expected 
to be bui lt under existing programmes 
through 2020. 

On the Horizon: The Future 
OPV Market 2014-2034 

A look at AMI's forecast of the future 
naval shipbuilding by ship type also high
lights the recent growth of the OPV seg-

Liirssen's OPV 80 has been designed to deploy up to four RHIBs, e.g. in 
the context of operations against irregular forces. 

saw 65 OPVs comm issioned that are still 
in service, while 54 OPVs comm issioned 
1990 - 99 are still active. 
The pace of construction picked up in the 

ment. Compared to AMI's 20 year fore
cast in 2008, OPV future market va lue 
has grown by 65% from US$19.5 bill ion 
to 32.3 billion in estimated acquisition 
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Length (melles) 

5 4 

cost. In percentage terms, the OPV seg
ment forecast has grown the most of any 
of the small-medium surface ship types 
(corvette, fast attack cra ft, mine counter
measures, and patrol craft) since 2008. 
In aggregate total spending, the OPV fu 
ture market amounts to US$32 bi llion in 
new spending over 20 years (averaging 
about US$1.6 billion per year in future 
spend). This remains a relatively minor 
part of the overall global naval market -
sl ightly less than 4% of all new naval plat
form construction spending. Even with 
these numbers, the OPV market is still 
larger than any of the other small com
batant surface ship segments. 
A look at the future OPV market by pro
gramme status and region permits some 
additional observations ' about future 
market trends (see table on next page): 
• The forecasted rate of ship construc
tion will see some expansion in the total 
inventory of OPVs in service worldwide 
over the next 20 years. As noted above, 
about 50% (some 170 of 340) OPVs 
now in service have been commissioned 
within the last 15 years. Assuming an av
erage ship life of more than 30 years, 
the world 's fleet of OPVs wi ll remain 
relatively young compared to other ship 
types over the next two decades. With 
250 new OPV, expected to join fleets 
from ship programmes now building or 
expected to sta rt over the next decade, 
this should boost to total of OPVs active 
from 344 now to an estimated 400-450 
by 2034. 
• The Asia-Pacific wi ll continue to lead 
the world in OPV spending and new hulls 
acquired (28% and 35% of the global 
market respectively). The A-P reg ion is 
followed by NATO, accounting for about 
one quarter of the future OPV market by 
spending and hull counts. 
• The Caribbean and Latin America are 
also promising markets for OPVs, well 
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Vessel Type 2014 2008 
20 Year Market Value (US$B) 20 Year Market Value (USIB) 

Aircraft Carrier 73.9 22.8 51.1 224.1 % 8.4% 3.6% 4.8% 

Amphibious 65.2 43.4 21.8 

Auxiliary 55.3 32.5 22.8 70.2 % 6.3 % 5.1 % 1.2% 

Corvette 25.t 19.4 5.7 29.4 % 28% 3.0 % 

Cruiser 6.2 33.9 -27.7 -81.7 % 0.7 % 5.3 % -4.6% 

Destroyer 173.5 130.5 

FAC ":~ ·z 13.2 13.7 -0.5 -3.6% 1.5% 2. 1 % -0.6% 

124.9 94.7 30.2 31.9 % 14.1% 14.8% 

Submarine 276.9 198.9 78 39.2% 31.4% 31.0% 

Totals 882.8 641.5 241.3 37.6% 100.0% 100.0% 

OPVs In Progress Planned Projected Totals 'Io ofTotal 
Region # Hulls US$M # Hulls US$M # Hulls US$M # Hulls US$B # Hulls US$B 

Asia-Pacific 

Caribbean & L America 10 633 

MENA 11 1,327 

NATO 18 2,474 

Non-NATO Europe 

Russia 17 1,160 

Sub Saharan Africa 151 

above comparable OPV acquisitions in 
the Midd le East/North Africa, Russia, 
and Africa. Th is is explained by several 

2570 14 1100 

21 1,463 9 510 

6 600 

38 5,370 

6 300 

factors. First, South America includes 
many countries with extensive EEZs dis
tant territories (Easter Island in Chi le for 

The PROTECTOR Class OPVs of the RNZN (pictured here is HMNZS OTAGO) 
have a range of 6,000 nautical miles and can deploy two RHIBs (or one 
RHIB for special forces missions). The weapons fit comprises a 25mm 
Bushmaster automatic cannon and two .50 cal. machine guns. 
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40 2.606 13% 8% 

17 1.927 6% 6% 

26% 28% 

17 1.160 6% 4% 

8 451 3% 1% 

9% 22% 

example), and Antarctic and Southern 
At lantic/SE Paci fic operating areas that 
require larger OPVs. In contrast, the re
gional geography and geopolit ical cir· 
cumstances for many countries in the 
MENA region - especial ly in the Arabian 
Gulf, have driven a preference for more 
heavily armed frigates, corvettes and fast 
attack craft. That sa id, some cou ntr ies 
in the MENA region are acquiring new 
classes of advanced OPV designs - Oman 
for example. 

Regional Highlights -
OPV Programmes of Interest 

NATO 
The UK Royal Navy has ordered three 
modified RIVER Class OPVs to be built 
at BAE shipyards in Scotland. The 90m 
200.0t design was approved for an ac
qu isition prog ramme to fill the gap in 
nava l shipbuilding until construction 
starts on the new Type 26 Global Com· 
bat Ship. The OPV design is si milar to 
the Royal Thai Navy with a top speed 
of 24 knots and a range of 5,500 nauti -



cal mi les. Each OPV will ' be armed with 
one 20mm cannon and two 7.62mm 
machine guns. They are also to be built 
w ith a flight d,eck capable of operating 
and storing one Merlin-sized helicopter. 
Construction was schedu led to begin in 
October 2014, w ith the first hull to be 
commissioned in 2017., and the next two 
by the end of 2018 . 

Asia-Pacific: 
Japan is bui lding two new OPVs to equip 
a Japan Coast Guard (JCG) special unit 
intended to patrol in the region of the 
Senkaku' Islands. ' These ships are expect
ed to be additions to the current 1.250 
ton Patrol Vessel Large (PL) Programme
extending the programme's scope 
from eight to ten hulls . The f irst 
three units were commissioned 
in 2014 wi th five additional units 
scheduled to enter service by 
2017. 
India's 97m OPV programme for 
the Coast Guard has been ap
proved for construction, The pro
gramme will consist of 5 ships and 
is estimated to cost US$220 million, 
India's Larsen & Toubro (L&T) is ex
pected to complete negotiations 
with the MoD to start construction 
next year. The first of the five ships 
is expected to be delivered by 2018, 
with all five in service by 2022, 
New Zealand is looking at bring
ing a thi rd OPV into service by 2019 
as a measure to offset the high cost 
of operating ANZAC Class frigates, 
The New Zealand Navy's OTAGO 
Class OPVs are seen as capable 
of carrying out many of the long 
distance maritime sovereignty and 
presence missions now assigned to 
the Navy's frigates. The total ac
quisition and operating cost of the 
new OPV would be significantly 
lower than a comparably-sized na
val frigate. Additionally, the thi rd 
OPV would increase the operation
al avai labil ity of frigates for other 
more complex tasks. 
New Zealand's 85m OTAGO Class 
OPVs were built at Tenix Defense 
Systems, Williamstown (now BAE 
Systems) and delivered in 2010. 
They displace 1,626 tons and are 
powered by two MAN Burmeister 
& Wain 12 RK 280 diesel eng ines 
for a top speed of 22 kno ts. 

Central and South America: 
The Mexican Navy (M N) is ac
quiring new offshore patrol vessels 
(OPVs) w ith acquisition cost esti-

mated at US$220 million for four ships. 
This wi ll include construction of the last 
two OAXACA Class (starting construction 
in 2015 and delivered by 2020). The sec
ond two hulls will be a new OPV design - a 
modified OAXACA Class or new design. 
Brazil's EMGEPRON (Empresa Gerencial 
de Projetos Navais) revealed its indige
nous design for new Brazil ian Navy OPV 
at Euronaval in Paris in October 2014, 
The Brazilian Navy had initially considered 
foreign designs but the acquisition was 
frozen in 2010 and the programme then 
looked inward to less expensive local de
signs - likely a resu lt of budget pressures. 
As a neaHerm measure to fill the require
ment, Brazil bought three OPVs based on 
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the BAE Systems 90 metre RIVER Class 
OPV that were orig inally bui lt for Trini
dad and Tobago, All three of the 90m 
OPVs, AMAZONAS (P120), APA (P121), 
and ARAGUARI (P l 22) entered active ser
vice in 20 14. 

Africa: 
Nigeria's newest OPV, F91, completed 
sea trials in October 2014. The two P18N 
Class OPVs will be operated by the Nigeri
an Navy (N N). China's Wuchang Shipyard 
is scheduled to deliver the first hull by the 
end of 2014. The second ship will also be 
built at Wuchang w ith the superstructure 
added by Nigeria's Nigerdock. This ship 
will enter service in 2016. • 
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